Numerical analysis of an electrokinetic double-focusing injection technique for microchip CE.
The injection techniques in electrophoresis microchips play an important role in the sample-handling process, whose characteristics determine the separation performance achieved, and the shape of a sample plug delivered into the separation channel has a great impact on the high-quality separation performance as well. This paper describes a numerical investigation of different electrokinetic injection techniques to deliver a sample plug within electrophoresis microchips. A novel double-focusing injection system is designed and fabricated, which involves four accessory arm channels in which symmetrical focusing potentials are loaded to form a unique parallel electric field distribution in the intersection of injection channel and separation channel. The parallel electric field effectuates virtual walls to confine the spreading of a sample plug at the intersection and prevents sample leakage into separation channel during the dispensing step. The key features of this technique over other injection techniques are the abilities to generate regular and nondistorted shape of sample plugs and deliver the variable-volume sample plugs by electrokinetic focusing. The detection peak in the proposed injection system is uniform regardless of the position of the detection probe in the separation channel, and the peak resolution is greatly enhanced. Finally, the double-focusing injection technique shows the flexibility in detection position and ensures improved signal sensitivity with good peak resolution due to the delivered high-quality sample plug.